OVERVIEW

COMPANY PROFILE

Many companies struggle to keep up with identifying, collecting and analyzing the data necessary for CDP
and other disclosure reporting.

COMPANY NAME

As CDP’s Global Scoring and Sustainability Outsourcing Partner, FirstCarbon Solutions(FCS) has unique
experience providing services, developing solutions and creating opportunities that get you out of
spreadsheets and into saving resources like fuel, energy, manpower and, of course, time and money.

REGION
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Africa

COUNTRY
With experience analyzing and providing CDP guidance on nearly 1,000 performance review calls, FCS is
uniquely qualiﬁed to help your organization maximize your CDP disclosure and realize operational
improvements in data collection, analysis and reporting processes. Not only does FCS have the technology
solutions to support your business, we also offer data entry and management resources to provide a ‘fully
automated’ and streamlined experience.
With FCS, have confidence that you can:
• Maximize your CDP disclosure
• Reduce the burden associated with sustainability metrics tracking
• Standardize the process of managing your sustainability data as your business changes year after year.
To get additional valuable insights into your 2015 CDP Performance, upgrade to a Premium
Performance Review report and accompanying 45-minute consulting call.
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HOW DID YOU DO?
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PERFORMANCE BAND

The Disclosure Score - Disclosure Score (0-100) measures the level of transparency your company
has shared through it’s response.
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YOUR SCORE
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The Performance Band - Performance Band (A, B, C, D OR E) measures how effectively your
company is addressing climate risk. (Performance bands are only calculated for disclosure scores
above 50)
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NEXT STEPS
1. Upgrade to a Premium Performance Review Report

In addition to the information you receive on this report, when you upgrade to a Premium Performance Review report and accompanying
45-minute consulting call, you will receive additional improvement recommendations, benchmark your company against others in your
industry, and understand which scoring categories have the largest potential for improving your performance. Click here to upgrade.
2. Improve Your CDP Performance

The ﬁrst step to improving your CDP and overall sustainability performance is to build a strong reporting foundation. With experience
analyzing and providing CDP guidance on nearly 1,000 performance review calls, FCS is uniquely qualiﬁed to help your organization
maximize your CDP performance and realize data management and operational process improvements. In addition to offering the
technology solutions to support your business, FCS provides data entry and management resources for a ‘fully automated’ and streamlined
experience to help you get you out of spreadsheets and into saving resources. Contact FCS at cdp@fcs-intl.com or visit our website. *
3. Improve Your Climate Change Reporting Strategies

CDP’s reporter services membership provides companies tailored support through a CDP account manager, as well as access to data,
analytics software, and exclusive events that empower companies to benchmark and improve reporting and performance. Contact Reporter
Services at reporterservices@cdp.net for details.
4. Assess and Reduce Climate Change Risk Presented to Your Company from Your Supply Chain

CDP’s supply chain program is a simple annual process that results in consistent information from suppliers on climate change and water
related strategy action. This fee-based service produces positive results from suppliers, eliminates duplicate requests, reduces
questionnaire fatigue, and provides a standardized platform comparison. More than 75 companies currently work with CDP on their
corporate supply chain. Contact Sonya.Bhonsle@cdp.net to find out more.
* In accordance with CDP’s conflict of interest policy, FCS does not provide official scoring services for any of our CDP consulting clients.

